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ABSTRACT
GMR stands for giant magnetoresistance but the overall effective sensing size is around 1 mm in
diameter. It represents the latest solid state thin-film magnetic sensor technology for detecting minute
magnetic field perturbation originating from materials under test. With wider frequency response of
DC to megahertz range, it’s ideally suited for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) applications involving
detection of both dc field and ac field. To detect ac eddy current-to-flaw perturbation field, a separate
excitation field is required to introduce eddy currents in a test sample.
The GMR-based eddy current instrument was successfully developed and fabricated along with
several different probe types, which were tested on plate samples made of Alloy 600 materials. One
probe type was designed to detect eddy-current-to-flaw magnetic field perturbation from the test
specimens along one of two in-plane components. Another bi-directional in-plane probe was
successfully tested to detect both components of the in-plane magnetic field perturbation. The
fabricated GMR test instrument incorporated the use of unique probe design that would rely on the ac
component of the sensor for flaw characterization and the dc component for material characterization.

OVERVIEW
The GMR-based eddy current instrument is designed to monitor both the ac magnetic field
perturbation caused by the presence of flaws in the sample under test and the dc magnetic field related
to the changing magnetic properties of the sample material.
The instrument processes the output signal from a GMR-based eddy current probe that consists
of an excitation coil, a GMR magnetic field sensor, and a bias coil. An ac sinusoidal signal is passed
through the excitation coil of the probe that generates eddy currents in the conductive sample under
test. A dc bias current passing through the bias coil creates the dc bias magnetic field that places the
GMR sensor in its operating point of maximum sensitivity and linearity. This bias field sets the
operating point of the GMR sensor on its magnetoresistive characteristic curves as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - DC Bias Setting for Optimal Output from a One-Directional GMR Bridge Sensor

The GMR magnetic sensor responds to both the dc magnetic field due to the material
permeability changes and to the ac eddy-current-to-flaw perturbation field originating from the sample
under test. Two types of probes were manufactured for this instrument. The first probe has a highly
sensitive one-directional GMR sensor that responds to very small perturbation of the eddy-current-toflaw magnetic field interaction. The second probe features a planar two-directional sensor that has two
GMR sensors for measuring the magnetic field in orthogonal directions around a central point of the
sensor. The in-plane X-Y magnetic field values can be measured simultaneously using the two-axis
GMR eddy current Probe. In both probe types, the excitation coil is a pancake coil of around 1 mm
(0.039 inch) diameter located on top of the sensitive area of the sensor package. With this
arrangement, the excitation magnetic field is in the vertical Z direction, while the sensors receive the
in-plane X-Y components of the magnetic field, thus minimizing possible saturation of the receiver
circuitry. The bias coil is placed under the sensor package to create the dc bias in the direction of the
sensitive axis of the GMR sensor.
The output of the GMR sensor is processed using two analog channels, one for the dc and one
for the ac component. The dc output component is amplified using an instrumentation amplifier. The
ac output signal is first amplified and then synchronously detected using two quadrature reference
signals—sine and cosine wave signals. Under this condition, information about both the amplitude and
phase of the ac output component was obtained. The two output ac signals of the instrument are the inphase amplitude (X) and out-of-phase amplitude (Y). For the two-axis probe, there are two
independent dc channels and two independent ac channels that use the same sine and cosine reference
signals for the synchronous detection. The sine and cosine ac signals for the excitation coil are
provided by a quadrature oscillator operating at a frequency of 100 kHz.
The analog output signals consisting of dc, in-phase X, and out-of-phase Y values are then
converted into digital signals for acquisition and display using a laptop computer. A data acquisition
(DAQ) card is the interface between the eddy current instrument and the laptop computer. The DAQ
card acquires and digitizes the output signals in parallel at a rate of 200k samples per second with a
precision of 16 bits. The data acquisition process is controlled by a program using Labview software.
The Labview program acquires the data, further processes the signals, and displays them on real-time
charts on the laptop monitor. It also stores the output signals as data files for further processing by
software such as Matlab or Excel. The work presented in this paper was based on the EPRI-sponsored
Program on Technology Innovation (1).

GMR-BASED EDDY CURRENT PROBES
Two eddy current probes–one based on a one-directional sensor and the other based on a two-axis
sensor—were manufactured to be used with the instrument. A cross-sectional view of an eddy current
probe is provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Cross Sectional View of the GMR-Based Eddy Current Probe

The first probe contained a highly sensitive GMR sensor by NVE with a sensitivity of 150
millivolts (mV)/Gauss for 10 V applied to the sensor bridge and an excitation coil with an external
diameter of about 1 mm (0.039 inch) with seven coil turns attached to the top of the sensor package.
The excitation coil is centered above the sensitive area of the sensor. The bias coil for the probe is
wound around the adapter to provide the dc magnetic field bias that sets the operating point of the
GMR sensor. The bias coil contains three turns and is placed under the sensor package; the direction
of the coil wires is perpendicular to the sensitive axis of the sensor. The sensor assembly is inserted
and cemented into the cylindrically shaped probe housing that is 19.05 mm (0.75 inch) in diameter
using two-part epoxy.
The two-directional probe contains a two-axis GMR sensor manufactured by NVE with a
sensitivity of about 30 mV/Gauss for 10 V applied to the bridge for each sensor (about five times less
sensitive than the one-directional sensor). The two sensors measure the in-plane magnetic field in
orthogonal directions (x-y axis) around a central point using an excitation coil about 1.1 mm (0.043
inch) in diameter with nine coil turns. Each sensor is sensitive only to the component of the magnetic
field along its sensitive direction. This probe was fabricated primarily for use in materials
characterization, rather than flaw characterization.
Figure 3 shows a layout diagram of the two-directional probe layout containing the flat
excitation coil and the two-axis GMR sensor. The excitation coil is centered above the sensitive area
of the two-axis sensors. A bias coil with six turns is wound around the sensor adapter. For this case,
the bias coil was wound in a cross-like shape around a central sensor point to provide the bias for the
two orthogonal sensors. As in the case of the one-directional probe, the two-sensor terminals and the
coil terminals were connected to a 10-wire cable, and the probe was inserted and cemented into the
cylindrical probe housing.

Figure 3 - Schematic Diagram of the Two-Axis GMR Eddy Current Probe

CALIBRATED SIGNAL RESPONSES FOR TWO PROBE TYPES
One-Axis Probe Calibrated Flaw Responses
The one-axis probe was tested with the sensitive axis of the sensor perpendicular to the direction of the
cracks. The influence of the bias level on the dc and ac maps was also studied. The7.62-mm-deep (0.3inch-deep) crack was scanned with different dc bias currents. For each scan, the bias was set by
varying the current with the DC BIAS knob on the front panel of the instrument box and monitoring
the dc output on the screen of the computer before the start of the scan. The optimum bias was
obtained when the bias dc output voltage was about 2 V with an excitation current amplitude of 1 A.
Under this condition, the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude variations were obtained on both ac and
dc maps. The dc maps and the in-phase ac maps obtained from the optimum settings are shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Respective dc and In-Phase ac Maps from Perpendicular Scans Across the 7.62-mm-Deep
(0.3-Inch-Deep) Crack with Bias Coil Current Set to Vout dc=2 V and Excitation Current Amplitude
of 1A

Two-Axis Probe Calibrated Flaw Responses
Testing of the two-axis probe was performed by scanning the probe over a sample containing one of
the EDM notches that is 12.7 mm (0.5 inch) long by 3.18 mm (0.125 inch) deep. Figures 5 and 6 show
the resultant outputs in color maps.
These maps were obtained using the following testing parameters:
• Excitation frequency – 100 kHz
• Excitation current amplitude – 1A
• Scanning speed – 2 mm/s (0.079 inch/s)
• Spatial resolution of data collected – 0.2 mm (0.079 inch) for both x and y axis

Figure 5 - Respective ac Maps of 12.7-mm-Long by 3.18-mm-Deep (0.500-Inch-Long by 0.125-InchDeep) Notch Obtained with the Sensor Oriented Parallel and Perpendicular to the Notch

Figure 6 - Respective dc Maps of 12.7-mm-Long by 3.18-mm-Deep (0.500-Inch-Long by 0.125-InchDeep) Notch Obtained with the Sensor Oriented Parallel and Perpendicular to the Notch

GMR SIGNAL RESPONSES TO SCC
The latest development showed that the portable GMR system is capable of monitoring both ac and dc
magnetic fields using either a single-axis or two-axis eddy current probe. The components of the
magnetic field that were monitored include both the in-phase component (X) and the out-of-phase
component (Y) of the ac magnetic field, as well as the dc magnetic field detected by the GMR sensor.
One of the Inconel 182 test samples (NDT 850) containing a 7.2-mm-long crack has been tested and
scanned using a single-axis GMR sensor. An area of 20 mm by 20 mm containing the crack was
scanned with a pixel resolution of 0.5 mm. The excitation current amplitude was 1.25A while the
excitation frequency was 100 kHz. A dc current of 1.2 A through a printed strap that runs below the
sensor package provided the dc bias field to operate the GMR sensor in the linear region.
Figure 7 shows the resulting plot of the test sample containing a 7.2-mm-long crack. The
sensitive axis of the sensor was oriented along the long dimension of the sample, thereby allowing the
sensor to scan across the crack length. Figure 6a shows the Y raw amplitude of the ac signal from the
GMR sensor for a phase shift of 50°. Figure 6b shows the plot of the same area made by processing
the gradient of the magnetic field, Bx, along the x-axis (dBx/dx). Based on the image enhancement,
the scanned area showed the presence of three additional smaller cracks in the immediate vicinity of
the 7.2-mm-long main crack. The processed data showed better resolution of actual locations and
shapes of the identified cracks.
It should be noted that gradient is speed dependent and, as such, it is better suited for image
processing when a motorized X-Y fixture is used.

(a) Raw Data

(b) Processed Data

Figure 7 - Y-Amplitude AC Plot Showing the Main 7.2-mm-Long Crack Along with Three Other
Smaller Cracks

By monitoring the dc output of the GMR sensors used in the eddy current probe, information
about the magnetic properties of the material under test can be obtained. Thus, both cracks and
magnetic properties of the test specimens can be measured and plotted simultaneously. It should be
noted that measured dc field orientation is either along the long specimen axis (X) or the short
specimen axis (Y). Since the eddy current excitation field generates magnetic field in the Z direction
or perpendicular to the specimen surface, the GMR sensor is designed to be insensitive to magnetic
field in the Z direction.
For comparison with the Y-amplitude component of the ac output, the dc magnetic field was
measured and plotted from the same 20-mm-by-20-mm area containing the cracks. The signal
conditioning for the dc measurement consisted of a signal amplifier followed by a low-pass filter. The
low-pass filter eliminated the ac component of the signal when both ac and dc measurements were
performed simultaneously.
Figure 8 shows both the ac and dc plots obtained from scanning the same area containing two
cracks from sample NDT 865 under the following conditions: 1) the sensitive sensor axis was oriented
perpendicular to the crack direction, and 2) the scanning axis was perpendicular to the long dimension
of the sample (along the x-axis). The resolution of the measurement was the same as for the ac
measurement (0.5 mm along both the x-axis and the y-axis). The ac plot shows the in-phase
component of the ac magnetic field that was rotated by 50° along the x-axis in mGauss. The
corresponding dc magnetic field in mGauss is also shown.

(a) In-Phase AC Component
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Figure 8 - AC/DC Magnetic Field Plots of NDT 865 with the Sensitive Sensor Axis Normal to Crack
Length

To see if it was possible to repeat the crack identification from the dc plot, another cracked
sample, NDT 870, was reviewed. The side-by-side comparison is shown as Figure 9.

(a) Out-of-Phase AC Component
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Figure 9 - AC/DC Magnetic Field Plots of NDT 870 with the Sensitive Sensor Axis Normal to Crack
Length

This sample was found to be more “noisy,” even though it was possible to identify the cracks in
the ac plot. Due to non-uniform effects of additional material processing attributed to sensitized heat
treatment and/or re-heat treatment, the cracks in the dc plot was not easily identified.
Similarly, Figure 10 shows another side-by-side comparison of two cracks from NDT 875. As in
Figure 9, no appreciable change to material permeability from the presence of cracks was noted. As
such, no corresponding dc component of the crack signals were clearly noted as shown in the figure.

(a) Out-of-Phase AC Component

(b) DC Component

Figure 10 - AC/DC Magnetic Field Plots of NDT 875 with the Sensitive Sensor Axis Normal to Crack
Length

SUMMARY
The following results have been demonstrated based on the developed GMR eddy current instrument:
• Enhancements to GMR sensors have been made for crack characterization, enabling better crack
definition of smaller cracks with an application of gradient signal processing.
• The evaluated GMR sensors showed the capability to acquire both the ac eddy current and dc
magnetic field measurements simultaneously.
• Based on the dc field plots, the majority of stress corrosion cracks found in Alloy 600 test
samples did not alter the intrinsic non-magnetic material condition into ferromagnetic condition
in the vicinity of cracks.
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